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We know pricing can be one of the biggest struggles as a stationer because we

struggled with it too. As our businesses grew, we quickly learned that a value-

based pricing structure is the key to being a profitable and happy artist! In this

session, we'll be sharing the principles that we implement in our biz that helped

us match our corporate income within the first month of going full-time and led

to blowing past a six-figure goal in just year two as a full-time stationer.

LET'S TALK MONEY, HONEY.

We're Cami and Elisabeth (you might know us better as Cami Monet and ElisaAnne

Calligraphy!), and we met on the good ol' Internet. We became fast friends after

coincidentally going full-time with our stationery/calligraphy/design businesses on the

very same day (September 16, 2016)! Cheese alert: as our businesses grew, so did our

friendship, and we helped each other tackle big problems, full-time woes, and mistakes.

Now we want to share what we learned with you so you can hit the ground running and

not trip on the same rocks we did. We are the founders of Biz Birthday Bash, hosts of the

The Biz Bash Podcast and the creators of The Stationer's Summit. 

J U S T  W H O  T H E  H E C K  A R E  W E ?

@ELISAANNECALLIGRAPHY @CAMIMONET

O K A Y ,  C O O L ,  N O W  G I V E  M E  T H E  T I P S . . .
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http://www.instagram.com/elisaannecalligraphy
http://www.instagram.com/camimonet


THE 5 P'S OF PRICING
PERSONAL: There is no one-size fits all model.

 

PURPOSEFUL: You should be able to understand the value and investment you

are giving the client and propose it with confidence!

 

PROFITABLE: You should be pricing for profits and not just pay. This means

knowing your overhead costs and cost of goods sold and using a value-based

strategy. 

 

PERCEPTION: In a world of “just paper,” you can stand out by how people

perceive your brand. 

 

PROPOSAL: The way you present your pricing to the client has a huge impact

on your booking rate! This is a critical turning point for a sustainable biz. 
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Pricing is often a mental game more than a numbers

game for creatives.
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PERSONAL
Should you ever base your pricing directly off what someone else is doing?
 

The short answer? Heck no! You need to take time to dig deep and figure out what

numbers make sense for your business. However, having a general idea of industry

standards (and knowing what is TOO cheap) is a smart move.

 

Based on our audience poll, we found that many stationers operate using what we

like to call "totem pole pricing," which means charging less than a stationer that is

"better than you" and charging more than a stationer that is "less skilled than you"

and ending up somewhere in the middle. This is NOT a sustainable way to price

your work or accurately quantify your margins. Our best tip? Keep your eyes on

your own invoices, er, paper. Be confident in knowing what YOU decide to charge

is based on what YOU need/want for your business. 

 

 

NO. 1

PURPOSEFUL
NO. 2

You need to know WHY you are charging what you are charging.
 

And most likely, you aren't charging enough! In our session, we break down how

you can start determining where to even begin for an "hourly rate," but we want to

remind you we do not recommend pricing via an hourly rate method. Your “hourly

rate” is a simply a baseline to know the estimated time you put in a project so you

can ensure you have a design fee that doesn't short-change you. This number

does't need to be client facing, as it's an internal measurement for YOU to

decipher your design fee. Don't forget to include the "non-billable" hours into your

consideration. Designing invitations requires writing emails, quoting proposals,

chasing down payments and contracts, sending/sourcing samples, creative

thinking, creating proofs, painting, calligraphing, deciding on wording, managing

materials, sourcing supplies, phone calls with frantic clients, problem-solving,

laying out the design digitally, weighing for postage, assembly, getting the final

payment, shipping, mailing, etc. (Are you tired yet because I am.)

 

 



If you charge based on time, you are selling hours instead

of your service. As creatives we aren’t selling time, we are

selling a solution.
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So why aren't we fans of the hourly rate pricing structure?
 

You and your client are already starting the job with different expectations.

 

You are oversimplifying your design process. Hourly rates notoriously leave out

the REAL billable hours….the ones where the creative magic happens. 

 

You are punishing yourself for efficiency. Just because it takes you half the time

as an expert in your field doesn’t mean you should get half the pay. 

 

You are unclear on the job from the get-go. Clients prefer to know prices

upfront, and hourly rates cause confusion on how much the job C

 

 Your client experience will suffer because you’ll be in a ‘nickel and dime’

mindset, which means you’re going to want to bill for every minute you do

anything for them, and that’s not going to lead to happy clients. 
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People aren’t buying high-end creative services because

they are a good deal. They are buying them because they

are valuable and provide an emotional return.

Value-based pricing makes sense because...
 

You are incentivized to work more efficiently to “boost” your hourly rate

(remember, that number is just a guideline, not a rule). 

 

You can show off your value by looking at the big picture instead of breaking

down time. (Example: Assembly is included in this pricing, you provide a custom

look book, end product is ultra-personalized, etc. You’re giving clients what they

don’t realize they even need and adding more value to your work and packages)

 

And our favorite: You can significantly increase your revenue because there’s no

cap or limit to how much you can make. This offers a cushion for slow seasons

so you’re not making “just enough to get by.” We’re going for abundance here so

you can work smarter not harder. This isn’t being greedy; this is being smart!
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Don’t fall into the scarcity mindset of pricing your

services too low to get work or negotiating prices to

accommodate a client who can’t afford you. You can’t

help anyone if your biz isn’t sustainable or profitable.

But value-based pricing won’t work if…
 

You don’t have confidence in your prices 

Your client only cares about cost 

You don’t understand the value you’re giving them

You skip the vetting process and work for anyone and everyone

 

 

 

PROFITABLE
NO. 3

Stop asking “How much should I charge?” and start asking “how much profit
should I be making off this?” 
 

Focus on what you’re making, not what you’re charging. To get a clear grasp of

what you're ACTUALLY making on a job, you have to know your production costs,

After that, it's just some simple math to find the number you need to know, but no

one is talking about: your profit margin. Basically, this is your profit divided by

overall revenue per job. We recommend aiming for a 60-80% profit margin.

Profit Margin = 
(Revenue - Cost)

Revenue

x 100

For example, if you charge $5,000 for a suite, and your costs are $800, then you're

making $4,200 on the project. Divide $4,200 by $5,000 to get 0,84 and multiply by

100. Your profit margin is 84%! What is your current profit margin?
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So how do you know your production costs? Your production costs can be broken

down into hard costs and soft costs.

 

What are hard costs?
 

Hard costs are all the "tangibles" — things like your materials (paper, envelopes, wax

seals, etc), printing expenses and shipping costs.

 

We also recommend having an up-charge for your hard costs, especially printing

and materials. As a retailer, you should be getting these items at a wholesale price,

which means you should definitely mark it up a retail cost. Marking up your

printing also leaves a buffer for ordering extras, shipping overages and more. We've

typically seen 2x-3x as a standard mark-up in the industry; however do what works

best for you. Some situations might require more or less markup depending on the

end product

 

What are soft costs?
 

In a nutshell, your soft cost include all of your operating expenses. Think of your biz

as a machine, and to even turn it on for ONE day, how much does that cost? 

 

We also like to refer to this as your "hourly burn rate," (Not to be confused with an

hourly rate charge.) This is basically ALL the non-billable hours that cost your

business money. (Subscriptions, website hosting, etc.) You can get a general idea of

your hourly burn rate by adding up ALL your overhead costs per month then

multiply that number by 12.  Divide that total by the number of hours you work per

year. (Be realistic! You probably aren’t actually working 40 hours a week for 52

weeks!) You can factor your soft cost into your design fee. Keep in mind this is just

for YOU to have a better understanding of what it actually is costing you as an

entrepreneur to run your business.This might make you rethink some of your fees.

The easiest way to apply the profitable pricing method is

by charging a design fee + materials cost.
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You need to change the conversation from being the most expensive to the
most valuable because low prices create the perception of low value. 

 

We’ve all heard the phrase “you get what you pay for” right? As you move towards

pricing by value, you’re going to have to shift the client’s mindset that they’re

investing in something for their benefit and not just adding on an expense. The

idea of an investment automatically implies that they are putting in a little upfront

and getting something bigger and better return. Investments are easy to justify.

They make sense. You need to show your client that investing with you makes

sense. It’s the only decision, and it’s the right one. Now you’ve sold your unique

value instead of hours! Wooohoo!

PERCEPTION
NO. 4

Your pricing is a branding tool and can ultimately decide

what type of clientele you work with. Is your brand

"reassuringly expensive?" 
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What kind of things lead to your clients being able to justify higher prices?
 

We like to call these "Perception Powerhouses." You can utilize these powerhouses

to redefine your brand and pricing structure with confidence.

 

Unique selling point: You are the only place they can find what they are

looking for. Hint hint: defining your own style plays right into this.

 

Unique value/experience point: You provide expert care, status for your client,

convenience, ease, enjoyable, stress-free, etc.

 

Safe-bet guarantee: You’ve been in business a long time, you know all the

wedding etiquette, you have the testimonials, peer reviews, and you’re highly-

trusted. 

Don't forget: perception goes two ways. As the stationer, you also can harness the

power of perception by controlling your prices as you see fit. Sometimes this calls

for dynamic pricing, which is varying your price for the job depending on several

factors. (And yes, it's totally OKAY to do this! In fact, static pricing is almost

impossible; you will have to constantly be changing and tweaking your prices as

needed with the shifting industry and your own schedule/workload/expertise. You

are fully entitled to charge a "this is gonna be a DOOZY” fee or an “I’m really busy,

but I’m down to work some weekends” fee. The opposite is true too! You can

charge LESS if it’s a project you really want, you need some cash flow or you just

want to try something new.
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You can’t change anyone else’s pricing, get rid of your

costs, or always be the cheapest option. BUT you do get

to control how you present your price with the proposal.

So how do you actually present your price?
 

The proposal is a make-or-break facet of the pricing process that often gets left out

of the conversation, but a well-thought-out proposal is be a powerful tool. The

bottom line here is that you want to make it as EASY as possible for the clients to

understand the process and pay you.

PROPOSAL
NO. 5

We use two different proposal models for our custom invitation suites, but
again, do what works best for YOU.
 

Cami uses a flat "all-inclusive" fee for each card in the suite, and Elisabeth uses a

tiered pricing system that has a flat design fee and up-charges for premium

artwork like venue illustrations and maps. (See? There's no right or wrong way; just

find the way that works the best for your brain and that you can confidently and

easily quote.) We both have an up-charge for our printing costs. (We both 3x ours.)

 

 
Wait, so you don't charge per invitation?
 

Pricing by invitation takes out all the non-quantifiable time of the equation and

leaves you having ZERO idea of your profit and hoping for a bride with 500

invitations. It takes just as much time to design ONE invitation suite as it does 100,

so don't skip the design fee. (This is why it's crucial to have a separate design fee

and materials cost in order to, you know, actually MAKE money. When it comes to

your proposal, we recommend going for a lump sum or an itemized list, not a per

invitation breakdown because this is unrealistic and gets the client focused on

"price per piece" instead of the overall value of your offer.



LET'S BE FRIENDS ON INSTAGRAM
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LISTEN TO OUR PODCAST

Thank you for joining
us for "An Honest

Conversation about
Pricing! "

http://www.instagram.com/bizbirthdaybash
http://www.bizbirthdaybash.com/podcast
http://www.bizbirthdaybash.com/podcast

